In the previous special issue of Psychologia on "Interactions within and between Psychological Sciences (I)", we selected six papers from diverse fields. While we were largely satisfied with our selections, we also felt that the shooting range of psychological sciences would be farther. Thus, we re-selected manuscripts that match and broaden the scope of this special issue.
numerous products that differ in various aspects. Therefore, people tend to simplify the evaluation process by limiting their information acquisition. Two major strategies for liming information acquisition are known: brand-based and attribute-based. The paper by Sakashita examined how the two limited information acquisition strategies (IAS) are utilized. The results suggested that the utilization of attribute-based limited IAS simplified the evaluation process and made it easier. On the other hand, the use of brandbased limited IAS, however, might make the task difficult. This asymmetrical effect of IAS has implications to research in consumer behavior and marketing.
The paper by Tanaka and Yamaoka investigated the transfer of mental models in a real-life setting (i.e., operations of digital cameras). Understanding mental models is critical in problem solving, design, and reasoning. In their study, it was shown that reducing the number of operational procedures could trigger the positive transfer of mental models if the other operational procedures were congruent. One important aspect of their study was that they tried to examine both young and older participants. Although the comparison did not lead to a conclusive interpretation, understanding the transfer of mental models in using everyday products would be an important issue of the aging population.
Finally, the paper by Kondo and colleagues reported a neuromagnetic study of human brightness perception. The Steven's Law states that power function can fit the relationship between the magnitude of a physical stimulus and subjective brightness. They investigated the timing and location of the cortical response relative to parametric variations in luminance and found that the magnitude of neuromagnetic responses in the occipital region was positively correlated with the subjective ratings of perceived brightness as well as the log-scaled stimulus luminance. Their finding may open the possibility to use neuromagnetic responses as an indicator of perceived brightness, which may have a practical implication to the examining sensory functioning in children and people with disorders who often have limitations in performing a complex task.
The papers included here are not only unique contributions to current psychological sciences but also manifestations of the totality of it. The ever-increasing reach of psychological sciences would warrant yet another issue, though.
